USEF Athlete Dashboard Directions

All entries must be submitted through the rider’s athlete dashboard. USEF can only enter US athletes. Please make sure you have a current year FEI rider registration or you will not have access to the entry process.

- Go to www.usef.org and log into your user account.
- Click on My USEF.
- Once you are there scroll down & click on the blue tile that says ATHLETE DASHBOARD.
- Once you click on it, you will find two blue tiles of importance. One says Commonly Ridden Horses and the other is FEI Entry.
- You need to add your horses in the Commonly Ridden Horses tile first before you can do your FEI Entry.
- Once you have added them there, they will always be there. You can add, delete or update as needed.
- After your horses are there, click on FEI Entry & then US FEI Competitions or Foreign FEI Competitions, select discipline, month & then pick your show.
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